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Loyola Law School

Loyolans Bear Heavier
"Required Courses Burden

Loyola Alum

Kaus To Receive
Achievement Award
B-yAdrienne Morea
Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court of California Otto M.. Kaus
has been named the 1981 recipient
of the Loyola Law School Alumni
Association Distinguished Achievement Award. Justice-Kaus is a 1949
Loyola graduate.
Kaus will be presented with the
award and honored at a gala celebration hosted by the Law School's
Boart of Visitors and Alumni Association Board of Governors on
Thursday, November 5, at the Los
Angeles Athletic Club.
Special guests will include master
of ceremonies for the evening
Charles Redmond I.LS, Board of
Visitor member and 1975 graduate
and Kevin P. Fiore, '69, a member
of the Alumni Association Board of
Covernors and chairperson of the
. event. Rev. Donald P. Merrifield,
S.J., university president, and Rev.
__
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university

chairman of board of Von's Grocery
Company and honorary co-chairman of the Law School Board of
Visitors (1978); and Frederick J.
Lower '64, former' dean of Loyola
Law School.
Otto M. Kaus was born in Vienna, Austria, and schooled in England. He attended the University of
London and then enrolled at
UCLA, graduating cum laude and
Phi Betta Kappa. In i942 he joined
the war effort and in 1946 he ended
'his military career as Captain in the
Corps of Engineers, United States
Army.
Justice Kaus attended Loyola'
Law School from 1946 to 1949 and
graduated with the LLB degree
summa cum laude. He entered into'
private practice in Los Angeles until
1961 and was then elected as a justice of the Superior Court of Los
Angeles, serving in that position until lOSS. HaffS llrcrr

bo...<>.un:; .. .sso-

chancellor will also be present.
ciate justice of the Court of Appeal,
The event will concurrently cele- division five.
brate the Golden Anniversary of the'
This year he-was appointed to the
Class of 1931 and several class mem- California Supreme Court as associbers will be honored that evening.
ate justice by Governor Edmund T.
Each year the Alumni Associa- Brown.
tion honors an individual for outJustice Kaus is a member of the
standing contributions to the legal American Bar Association and the
profession or to the Law School. Los Angeles County Bar Associ~tion
Previous honorees have been J. and the American Law Institute.
Robert Vaughan; chairman of the He has been a lecturer at the Law
board of the Knudsen Corporation
School and also University of South(1980); Seth M. Hufstedler, past ern California Law School.
Kaus is a former member of the
president of both the Los Angeles
County Bar Association and the State Bar Committee to consider the
State Bar of California (1977); the Uniform Rules of Evidence and a
late Fritz B. Burns, prominent real former member of the BAJI comestate developer and past honorary mittee, Los Angeles Superior Court
co-chairman of the Law Student and the faculty of the National ColBoard of Visitors (1978); the late lege of State Trial Judges.
He is married to Peggy Kaus with
Theodore A. Von der Ahe '31, co:
founder and former president and two children. Stephen and Robert.

Recent Changes
in Financial Aids
.

By Kemp Richardson
Most students at Loyola depend
to some extent on financial aid. As
we all should know, some changes
have recently occurred that will
affect our eligibility for the
various .governmental aid programs available. As there is'a good
deal of misinformation and confusion regarding these changes, an
examination of recent events will
help to clarify the aid situation.
The primary source of financial
aid for most students at Loyola has
been the guaranteed student loan,
a program instituted in the midsixties as a supplement to several
other "Great Society" endeavors
of that time.
It was then a direct federal program called the Federally Insured
Student Loan (FISL). However,
this program has been supplanted
by a system with standards set by
authorities in Washington D.C.,
and with most .of the administration handled by the individual
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states. In California it is now called
the California Guaranteed Student Loan Program (CGSLP).
FISL's popularity
~dually

This is the first in a
three-part series on the
current financial aid
trends and how-they
,are affecting the
Loyola student
waned until 1978, when all eligibility restrictioris were removed
and a floor of borrowers entered
the scene.
By 1980, FISL cost several
billion dollars annually, and
many citizens felt it was an economic burden. With the election
of Ronald Reagan, the program's
contraction became a certainty.
Potential modifications were
(Continued on page 6)
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By Kathy McGuigan

Otto M.

Kau.

Is the Loyola law student being
shortchanged on the electives open
in his or her education? The addition of Lawyering Skills this year to
Loyola's curriculum increases the
num ber of required units to 59 % of
the total units needed to graduate.

LSD Convention
on West Coast
by Casey T. Shim
,.-SAN FRANCISCO - The Ninth Circuit (Southern California and
Hawaii)., Fourteenth Circuit (Northern California and Nevada) and
Twelfth Circuit (Alaska, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana and South
Dakota) convened the first "West Coast" Fall Roundtable of the Law Student Division of the ABA (ABA/LSD) October 16, 17 and 18, 1981 at the
University of San Francisco. Representing Loyola were Caren Nielsen and
Casey Shim, respective Day and Evening Law Student Division Represen-tatives; Jeff Zinn, Day SBA President; Selma Mann, Evening SBA VicePresident; and Mitch Earle, Day SBA Third Year Representative. Ninth,
Circuit Governor, DavidTeichmann of the University of Hawaii (now a
visiting student at Loyola), chaired the Ninth Circuit meetings.
The conference began with an informal meeting on October 16, not far
from the USF campus. The conferees had an opportunity to meet and
discuss matters of mutual concern. This was the first time that man of the
f
h d h
.
d
f
h
h I Y
con erees ate
opportunity to meet stu ents rom ot er sc 00 s.
The general business meeting began on October 17 with a brief presentation by Duff Lewis, president of the National Student Bar Association.
That Association is composed of all SBA presidents of the nation's law
schools. Lewis described the Association's goals as being primarily shorttermed because of the rapid turnover in membership. (NSBAis primarily a
clearing house for SBA coneerns.)
The second speaker was Perry Schaffer of Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro,
one of the larger firms in the Bay area. He spoke on the advantages and
disadvantages of working in a large law firm. He felt that some of the advantages were the great diversity in personnel and type of work available,
more opportunities to work on different matters and the availability of a
great pool of experience in many different areas. He felt that some of the
disadvantages included the bureaucracy of a large organization, the potential to become Isolated and the occasional feelings of inability to change the
t
sys em.
. ..
..
. '
.
Law Student DIVISionNational Chairperson Charles Rawls gave a bnef
description of the structure of the ABA and its relationship to the parent
bar. National Vice-Chairperson, Monica Bay, gave a brief welcome and a
certificate of appreciation to the Dean of USF for his past contributions to
.
t h e success 0f t h e LSD t here.

Loyola has highest membership in the 9th circuit
At the Ninth Circuit meeting, the topic of memb~~ship ~as dis~ussed: .
Loyola Law School, with 59.3 percent, has the highest ABA/LSD membership in the Ninth Circuit. What this means is that, for perhaps the fir~t time,
projects sponsored by Loyola students will be eligible for matching funds
from the ABA. We also discussed plans for the Spring conference (tentatively scheduled to be held in Santa Barbara), and for dissemipation of information on the process of submitting resolutions to the parent ABA at the
their annual convention.
.
,
Eric Nisser, chief derk of the office of staff attorneys, made a brief
presentation'on the purpose of the office of staff attorneys as distinguished
from the judge or "elbow" clerks. In essence, the Ninth Circuit maintains a
staff of clerks to screen cases, draft preliminary memoranda, assist in
substantive motions brought by the court and drafting dispositions for
various panels.
John Kennedy, an elbow clerk, gave a brief talk on his duties. He and
other judicial clerks prepare preliminary case memoranda, after having
reviewed the record on appeal and the briefs of the parties. The cler~
preparing a particular case will usually attend the oral argument and
prepare his justice for oral argument. That clerk often prepares the disposition which, depending on the justice, mayor may not be rewritten.
Michelle Bouzianne, the Law Student Division'National Coordinator of
state and local bar liaisons, reported on her efforts at the California State
Bar annual meeting in San Diego. She and David Teichmann were able to
,secure spots on the Board of the Young Lawyers Division of the California
State Bar. She encouraged participation in local bar associations, including
the Los Angeles County Bar, which do have special membership rates and
programs for law students.
(Continued on page2)

Loyola is first among local law
schools in the number of required
units. UCLA for example, only requires first year courses, and an additional. course in problems of the
legal profession. USC, beyond the
first year, requires only legal ethics
and an upper division writing class.
This comparison brings two questions to mind. Why does Loyola
have such a high percentage of requirements? Why did the faculty
choose to add another weight to the
already heavy load carried by the'
Loyola law student?
The distinction between Loyola
and other local law schools is basically a philosophical difference of
educational theories according to
Registrar Frank Real. The theory
adhered to by Loyola is grounded in
tradition. It is reflective of the practical orientation of the founding
Jesuits and strives to give the student
a solid background in law. The required units formula has been care-'
fully chosen to encourage high bar
passage rate of Loyola la~ studen~
... nA~Ul=nt.""'-~h',:~mahy=t_~k~educatl~n: Under this theory, the
student ~ m effect told by the fac~lty hat ISthought to be best for him
or er.
.
The edu~atIonal theory used by
Ivy Lea~e schools and ot~er~ enables their students to ~peclahze or
pursue a broad education. Responibility i did
t th . di id al
. sr I I IS e.egate 0 e In IVI ~
student to Hnd out what class~ correspond to the Bar Exam. ~hls approach. has ~n ~haractenzed as
theoretical.and Indifferent t? the actual practice of law. ThIS latt~r
theo!y assum~ that ~h~stu.dent will
recel~e pr~c~cal t~amIng ~n an apprentieeship In a big law fl~m.
Loyola, however: recogmzes that
a large
Of Its ~adu~es ~o
~ot
to ~~r ~r argefIrm~ ut ~n~hea go I~ ~ soto ~rac Ice. tOY?:,
it ere or~, lnes 0 IncorhPora etl.n 0
I S curncu urn enoug prac Ica 1
training so that a new graduate can
ff f I
f
e ~ lV.ey prfc lce'
I k'U'
t
f
. t t~ Issue 0 pr:~lCa
ILs IS
uS e
lF lt cAondceHr~
°c oyo ~t't oyotaeds
acu y
oc omml ee no
th a t' In 1979 ,eth Boar d 0f G overnors of American Bar Association
recommended:
"Law schO'O'ls
shO'uldprovide instruction ,in those fundamental
skills critical to lawyer cO'mpetence. In additiO'nto' be able to'
analyzelegalprO'blemsand dO'legal research,a competent lawyer
must be able effectivelyto'write,
cO'mmunicate O'rally, gather
facts, interview, cO'unsel,and negqtiate."
.
In an attempt to fill this perceiveo
need, Lawyering Skills was made a
requirement.
,
What effect does Loyola's large
amount of requirements have on its
students? It has been suggested by
Professor May that this is an illusory
issue. He contends that the majority
of students would take the required
classes anyway because of the Bar
Exam. By combining the graduation requirements and the additional Bar Exam topics not required, a student will discover that
65 units or approximately 74% of
the total units needed for graduation have been filled, True electives
(Continued on page 6).
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Loyola News Briefs

critique available from members of
Shirley Hufstedtler, former secre- '82 (Los Angeles).
may gather facts, draft and review
the Alumni Association.
These
tary of education.
contracts, opinion letters, and trial
Preliminaries for the oldest Moot
small groups will meet at 6:00 p.m.
Students will debate three rounds
or arbitration documents.
Court competition in the country'
Writing Contest
in Room 2, the Placement Office
of competition on "The Right to - The Business Law and Litigation
Each program permits the stuwill be jointly hosted by Loyola
and the Faculty Lounge. Everydent to take courses with some of the
Publicity and. the First Amend- Society will soon sponsor a writing
Law School and the Barristers of the
thing you've ever wanted to know
ment," on November 6 and then contest on business and/or tax re- world's foremost experts in a multiLos Angeles County Bar Association
.about
your resume, but were too
national
student
body.
Paris
is
enter
a
final
round
on
November
7.
lated
matters.
One
to
three
topics
when the nineteen teams vie for a
busy to ask.
Law Schools will be represented
will be chosen by the Society as the devoted to international and comshot at the nationals by competing.
from California,
Oregon, and subject matter for the papers. Topic parative law generally; Guadalain the Far West Regional Moot
Hawaii \and the two teams emerg- ideas are being solicited from faculty ,jara to law of the Americas; R~ssiaCourt Competition on November 6
Well, Excuussee Us!
ing in first and second place will and persons in the business com- Poland to socialist law and eastand 7
west trade. law; and Oxford to
travel to New-York City-in the fall munity. Business concerns contactJudging the event will be the
In the October issue, the CPW
for the 32Iid Annual Moot Court .ed have expressed a willingness tq Anglo- American comparisons'.
Hon. Otto Kaus, Loyola Law
professors
were summarily omitted
For further information, please
support a contest which will give
Competition.
School alumnus, and associate jusfrom the Prof. Evaluation survey.
write: Foreign Law Programs, U.
Loyola's team will be Gina Put- them timely information on current
tice of the Calif rnia Supreme
The authors felt the burden of comof San Diego Law School, Alcala
koski '82 (Arcadia), Phil Ashey '82 areas of interest.
.
Court, Hon. Arthur S. Alarcon,
putation for all the teachers and secPark, San Diego CA 92110 U.S.A.
(Newport Beach) and John Stovall
United States Court of Appeals, and
The Business Law and Litigation
. tions outweighed
the practical
Society will publish the best article
benefit at the time during the
Moot Court
from each topic in its Business Law
semester which the survey was pubSCOTT MOOT COURT PARana Litigation Intramural Journal
lished. The omission was not into be published in the Spring of 1982. TICIPANTS - Briefs are due
tended to be slighting. We appreNovember 9,1981. Oral rounds are
Two
first
prizes
of
$150
each
have
Mitch Earle
ciate your input.
scheduled for Saturday, November
already
been
funded,
and
two
secEditor-in-Chief
14 and Saturday, November 21.
ond prizes of $50 each are expected
Duff Murphy
Laura Cuddy
Check Scott Moot Court Board for
Shelly Weisbart
to be available. Students who wish
Editorial Editor
NAB Fellowship
Features Editor
News Editor
to develop their writing skills are times and locations of practice
The
National Association of
rounds.
urged
to
compete.
A
Jist
of
faculty
Terry Canfield
Broadcasters is currently seeking
willing to help students on the
.Copy Editor
applications for its Legal FellowJob Search
- papers will be available and more
Staff
ship Program. The program is open
The Placement Director, Joan
·information will be forthcoming.
to all graduating 0)" recently graProfant,will hold her regular proMaria Walp
Marc Ward
Watch the Business Law and Litiduated minority law students who
gram of group counseling. sessions
gation Society bulletin board.
Kathy McGuigan
Mike Lebovitz
have demonstrated interest in comon
job
search
skills.
On
November
Mary Ann Parlapiano
Matthew S. Pavis
munications law.
2, 3 and 5, the workshop presenP.A.1).
Kemp Richardson
Michele Ahrens.
The one-year fellowship
is
tation
on
Resume
Preparation
will
Saturday,
October 24, 1981,
Chris D. Lockwood
Cheryl Ann Dow
designed to provide a post-graduate
be given. All sessions will be held in
marked
the
initiation
of
48
new
Marcia Meoli
Jeff Zinn
work study experience for a minorimembers into Loyola's Ford Chap-. Rm. 6 of the new building.
Ted Endres
Casey T. Shim
ty lawyer planning a career in comter of Phi Alpha Delta law frater"Rip Zets"
Sande'Buhai
Womens Union
munications law. The selected stunity. The initiation was held in the
Calendar of
George Shohet
, Larry Roberts, cartoonist
dent will participate in rulemaking
U.S. District Courthouse, in Judge
Meetings and Events
procedings,
draft _briefs for apManual Real's courtroom. Our speThis newspaper is published every 3 Y2 weeks by The Loyola
All are welcomel
pellate review, assist the NAB Govcial honorary initiate was our own
Reporter, under the auspices and financial support of the Loyola StuNov. 3 - Presentation "Career'
ernment Relations Department in
Dean Rosen.
.
dent Bar Associations.
.
Center
and Womenin the Law" its activities before Congress and
Officers of P.A.D. present were
Unsigned editorialsrepresent the majority opinion of the Editorial
Joan Profant .
become involved with many aspects
Chancellor Wesley Rusch, Justice
. Board. Signed letters reflect the views of the individual author.
Nov. 11 - General Meeting
of the federal regulatory process.
Ira Goldstein, Vice' Justice Jose
All inquiries should be sent to Loyola SBA, c/o The Loyo/Q'Reporter,
Nov. 19 - General Meeting The fellowship will commence
"Chano'
Gutierrez,
Marshal
Paul
~ - 1440 W. 9th St., L.A., Calif. 90015. All rights reserved. ©1981.
Film and Speaker c- "Violence
September
1982, at an annual
Vandever,
and
Clerk
Kathryn
Wal.
Against Women'" .
'
salary of$21,500. It is not necessary
lace. Several of Phi Alpha Delta's
Jan. '82 - "Women ill the Law"
for-the applicant to have, taken or
International membets were pres-.
passed a bar exam prior to applying.
· ent, including District Justice John Symposium - Los Angeles WomF. Weitkamp, International Advisor ens Lawyers Association and Loyola - Toward the end of the fellowship,
students.
'
.the NAB will assist the participant
Matthew S. Rae, Jr., International
in acquiring employment with the
Tribunal Shelley', Weinstein, and Alumni Resume Workshop
federal government, the CommuniLoyola Dean Lola McAlpin-Grant.
The Alumni Association in concations bar, a broadcast station, a
Following the initiation ceremo- junction with the Placement Center
network, or any other related activ_ wR1e, cocktails
nies, a sp~ciall uncheon was held for' is offering the second program of
ity in the communications industry.
the new members at the Bird's Nest this year's career series on Tuesday,
Resumes, postmarked no later
10% off on al/ purchases over $3
on the main LMU campus.
November 10, 1981, in Room' 2 ..
·than November 15, 1981, should be
.P.A.D.' s next event is a Pre-Finals The Resume Repairshop begins at
for al/ students with identification
mailed to:
Fling, including beer, wine, mun- 5:20 p.m.
ErwinG. Krasnow, Esq.
chies, and a deluxe old-fashioned
Three key speakers will discuss
Senior Vice President and
sundae bar. It will be held at a what employers look or in a reGeneral Counsel
member's
home on Saturday,
sume, difficult areas and sensitive
National Association of
November 14, at 8 p.m. (after first issues in .resume preparation, and
Broadcasters
· year C.P.W. papers are due). Join the use of the cover letter. The par1771 N, Street,.N. W .
us for whatmay be your last night of . ticipants will then break into small
Washington, D.C. 20036
fun and frolic before finals. Sign up workshop groups with individual
To go call
in the P.A.D. office (1st floor, 3
doors south of the central entrance)
or across from the P.A.D. bulletin
board outside of Room B.
P.A.D. is also forming commit(Continued from page 1)
tees to help plan this year's activiDianne Flanagan, national co-chairperson of he ABA/La~ Student
ties. Sign up and help with the fun! Division Financial Aid Task Force, made a brief presentation. We
For further information call the' discovered that Loyola's financial aid staff is one of the best in
. P.A.D. office at 736.1004, or Justice disseminating information on changes in the law. For those of you receiving
Ira Goldstein.at 241-6338, or Trea- financial aid, the Financial Aid Tast Force was instrumental in rolling back
surer Alexandra Mells at 553-8319 . to 'October, the. program changes scheduled to' go into affect in August.
(message machine).
The final day's activities included a business meeting of the Ninth Circuit
and a presentation by the Concern for Dying Group. Information about the
Summer Study Abroad
Spring Conference can be obtained, later this year, from either 'Ofyour Law
The University of San Diego's Student Divisiori representatives. Further information about the Fall
10th Institute on International and Rountable may be obtained from any of Loyola's .representatlves.
Comparative Law will be held the
summer of 1982, featuring placements with London firms doing international business law work. DifThe
-{J<J<n t<.YJ:8fl
ferent summer programs will be
for the
held in Guadalajara, London, Oxford, Paris, and Russia-Poland.
The London internships are the
21b- 620-8942
keystone of a London Institute fois
cusing on international business
law. In addition to coursework, the
student may be placed with either
the London office of an American
law firm, a barrister or a solicitor
This will be the last issue until Jan. '82
with an international practice, the
All copy mustbe typed and.double (or triple
.legal counsel's office of a multiace. 770 Te:
national corporation, or a governspaced'
with 50 character lines,e.g:, 20~70
01.. r.Ae ((.6·w·1.Y
ment or international organization
margin settings.
.
dealing with international business.
J T...dtt.{ C a t; 'l../OU.
While each student's experience
All submissions can be turned' in to our
will vary with the placement, most·
mailbox (#73) on the
Floor of the new
will have the opportuni-ty to participate in client interviews, strategy
building.
sessions, negotiating meetings, and

Moot Court Competition
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The People's Court:

A Sugar Coated Pill?

To: All First Year Students
From: Sympathetic Second Year Students
Re: Performing Well In Law School

By Michael Lebovitz and
Marc Ward
INTRODUCTION
Now that all the humorous orientation speeches on how to survive law
school without considering euthanasia are over, it's time to reflect on not
how to survive, but how to do well. Aside from orientation speeches, brief
com~ents by professors on the first day of class, and an occasional pamphlet circulated by outside sources, first year students at Loyola fail to get any
formal directions on how to properly digest the wealth of information
thrust upon them. The following is a brief outline of some practical tips on
performing well in your first year.

':If you think your rights are being invaded, don't take the law into
your own hands, take them to
court!"
That's the marching song behind
the new television series showing
the settlements of real lawsuits.
"The People's Court" bas been on
the air since early September, and,
according to producer Stu Billett, is
I. USE YOUR STUDY GROUP WISELY
doing very well in the ratings. The
Forming study groups is almost a reflex reaction for most first year show airs on weekdays at 3:30 and
stu~ents. Som~times they are formed simply to get different opinions on a on Sundays at 6:30.
subject, sometimes they are formed out of sheer panic. A study group is a
Each show consists of two lawgood idea, if used wisely and not overly depended on. They're often formed suits which are settled in a simuto lessen the workload, with each member 'having the responsibility of lated courtroom. The results are
outlining a different subject for the group.
binding and the decisions are based
Students who form study groups for this purpose fail to realize that each on California law. Billett has restudent's unique organization of information will usually be of little assis- , searchers analyzing the complaints
tance to anyone else. Rather than using the study group as a crutch, every filed in twenty small claims courts
member should be outlining all the subjects, with the group serving as a . in Los Angeles county. Out of these
forum for understanding particularly difficult areas of the law. It is also a complaints, they select a diversity of
good idea to form a different study group for each subject. This allows the cases and call in both parties for an
student to gain a much broader perspective than if he were discussing every interview .. If both parties agree,
topic with the same four or five people.
, their dispute will be dismissed and
settled on the air by a retired judge.
II. DO NOT RELY EXTENSIVELY ON COMMERCIAL OUTLINES
The whole process is similar to bindAs with study groups, commercial outlines are helpful if not overly ing arbitration, but according to
litigants who have appeared both in
depended on. While Em_pnuel, Sum and Substance, and other such materials are extremely helpful for obtaining an overview of a course, they may real small claims court and on "The
distract you from the main points that your professor is stressing and will People's Court," the production is a
test you on. An excellent form of outline materials is tapes. If you are bogged very accurate simulation.
The judge isJoseph Wapner, who
down in a freeway knot with a car equipped with a tape deck, you can
spend the time productively by listening to them. They're also great for served for the Los Angeles County
court system in several years. He
parties!
~
was selected out of a group of retired judges for his ability to handle
III. MAKE YOUR OWN OUTLINES AS YOU GO ALONG
the emotions of small claims action
Rather than relying 'extensively on the above materials, it is crucial to
-within the confines of the camera.
outline your own class notes and textbook. If you have not done so already,
When the parties agree to have
you should be outlining as you go along. Waiting until the end of the year
their dispute settled on the televiwill only result in'spending hours and hours amassing a ton of handwritten
sion forum, they sign an agreement
material that you won't have time to digest. You'll throw up.
similar to an arbitration agreeThe end of the semester should be reserved for outlining your outline so ment. The producers put $800.00
that you will finish up with a digestable product at_the end of your labors. into a fund to pay for a possible
When outlining, use your notes, textbook, and a professor-recommended
judgment for the plaintiff. The balhornbook for confusing areas. Don't try to include everything, only the ance of the fund is split between the
important points of each area covered. You should also try to organize it parties. Thus if the plaintiff wins a
well as you go along.
$400.00 suit, he takes home $600.00,'
while the defendant gets $200.00.
IV. DISCUSS DIFFICULT AREAS WITH YOUR PROFESSORS
This, of course, may change when
Excluding the inconsiderate few who cannibalize a professor's office the small claims jurisdiction in-_
hour time, most students do not take advantage of the weekly time period creases to $1500.00. By agreeing to
set aside for them. Many students refrain from utilizing a professor's office this process, the defendent waives
hours for fear of conveying the impression that they're suffering from his right to appeal, but it was
thought that since the produces are
-"cranial eclipse." In short, they're afraid of looking stupid. This is nonsense. Asking meaningful questions demonstrates to the pro- paying the settlement, he can hardfessor that the student is "on the ball." While studying, get in the habit of ly complain. The plaintiff, on the
other hand. is assured of at least
jotting down any questions that arise and discuss them with the professor,
either during his or her office hours or after class. If you're just generally , $400.00 in his action, win or lose.
Because of the constraints inbewildered about some area and don't have any specific questions, listen in
volved
in the taping, Judge_Wapner
on the after class discussion that the professor is having with those who do.
is unable to take a decision under
lt will often clear things up for you.
advisement and mail his decision to
'the parties. The show employs a
V. MAKE AN EFFORT TO MEET DIFFERENT STUDENTS
legal advisor who assists the judge in
Along with forming study groups, the first year student has a tendency to making his decisions. The legal
hide himself or herself in a clique to gain security or self-esteem. It's the advisor is Harvey Levin, an assowrong move. During the first year, you should be opening yourself to as ciate professor at Whittier Law
many different points of view as possible. Closing yourself off in a clique School. He is also a Los Angeles
severely retards that process, Get to know as many students as possible, not Times columnist and a talk show
only for your education, but for the fun of it. You should make an added efhost on KMPC radio; writing and
fort to acquaint yourself with upper classpeople. They represent a wealth
talking about the accessibility of the
'of information on everything from the best Corporations professor for next
community to the legal process.
year to the best bar in the neighborhood.
The purpose of the show is to promote that element of accessibility.
VI- INVOLVEMENT WITH CAMPUS ACTIVITITIES
"The show has a terrific value for
Although you've probably heard it a hundred times, you will not get telling people how to bring their
much out of law school if you just bury your nose in the books. Everyone in cases to court,", said Levin. He de(Continued on page 6) scribed the prospective plaintiff,
not knowing what to do in court,
seeing the show and learning how to
Hey, Wanna Get
present his case. "I have noticed
that the level of sophistication of the
litigants has gone up dramatically,"
he noted. Levin believes people are
becoming more aware of the types
of evidence admissable in court, as
The Reporter is now offering space for Personal Ads
well as of the effectiveness of variFor the nom.inal fee of:
ous types of witnesses .•
The show tries to teach people
two bits for three lines
that they - can best enforce their
Now you can tell the Little Red-Haired Girl You Love Her/
rights through the judicial system.
Type your personals and address them to:
Naturally, television adds an entertainment factor to the show. When
~ Caren Nielsen
asked if the show is designed as educ/o The Loyola Reporter
cation or entertainment, and if the
entertainment factor is necessary,
. Mailbox # 73
Levin answered, "You can do a
(leave them in the "Internal Mail" slot 011 the 211dfloor of the lIew building)
show which is very dull but packed
with information, and nobody will

Personal?

-.

watch, and if they do watch, they
won't absorb anything. The beauty
of this show is that it is enjoyable to
watch, and by watching, people
will learn how to present a case." \
According to Levin, the, show uses
the entertainment factor to get their
message across. "You always do
that," said Levin. "Any successful
radio or television show has that entertainment value to it." So in order
. to fulfill its.purpose, the show needs .
to be entertaining? "That's right,"
replied Levin.
Executive Producer Stu Billett
echoes Levin's feelings about the
show. Besides "providing stations
around the country with a show
that will be successful, because

that's what we're in business for,"
said Billett, "the show is very educational." People will want to
watch the show because of what
Billett calls it's "soap opera"
qualities, and at the same time, they
will learn a little law.
Billett said the idea of the show
came to him from John Masterson,
the, creator 'of the old show "Bride
and Groom." The original idea was
to televise actual trials, hut Billett
found that "the most boring part of
law is lawyers." When Billett sat in
on some small claims trials, he
found the emotions involved there
to be more appealing.
Billett believes "People's Court"
(Continued on page 6)

SBA News

The Bitter and The Sweet
By Jeffrey A. Zion,
Day SBA President
The officers of the Day Student Bar Association were elected in March
1981 by the largest voting turnout in some time.
I suppose that the best way to recap our activities since that fateful day
last academic year would be chronologically. Before I attempt such a feat,
however, it is important for you to know who your Day Student representatives are:
• Jeff Zinn, President
• Lynn 'Kaufman, Vice President
• Keith Sharp, Treasurer
• John Kanin, Secretary
• Caren Nielsen, American Bar Association Law Student Division Representative
• Gary Saposnik, Faculty Representative
• Mitch Earle, 3rdYear Representative
• Greg Koffman, 3rd Year Representative
• Camilo Becerra, 2nd Year Representative
• Terry Crowley, 2nd Year Representative
• Bob Oliker, 1st Year Representative
• Michael Sloan, 1st Year Representative
• SheIlie Samuels, 1st Year Representative
The DaySBA has been meeting regularly since April. A large portion of
our planning occurred during the summer months and of special significance was work done by Lynn Kaufman {for a fine orientation program
for new 1st year students), Keith Sharp, (for doing magic things with our
financial records) and Caren Nielsen (for actively recruiting a sufficient
number of students to join the ABA/LSD so that student groups now
qualify for ABA matching funds). They all deserve your gratitude! <,
This year the-SBAhas created several positions. The duo of Marcia MeoIi
and Ellen Ross has put together the first real sports program the law school
has ever had. What' an outstanding job they are doingl John Levitt has
been appointed as social chairperson and was instrumental in planning the
Fall Halloween Party. We expect to continue to see good results from
John's appointment.
.
The new Dean's Search Committee includes student representative
Rebecca Fischer, and Geoff Taylor singlehandedly orchestrated a very successful Blood Drive! In addition, the SBA has placed 27 students from all
three years on Faculty/Student Committees ranging from the Academic
Standards Committee to the Building Committee.,
TheSBA has also been instrumental in assisting The Loyola Reporter via
its Editor, Mitch Earle, in meeting its financial obligations, in an attempt
to keep this vital student publication forthcoming. Mitch and his staff have
done an outstanding job with The Loyola Reporter. Thanks!
.
The annual Libel and Slander Night is currently being planned by an excited and enthusiastic committee consisting of Eric Seiter, Annettee Fields,
Howard Davine, and Steven Spitzer. If you have the urge to help with this
year's production, contact one of these individuals.
The Alumni Association's Board of Governors, of which both Day and
Evening SBA Presidents are members, has been making great strides to improve the law student's situation at Loyola and after graduation. They
have sponsored programs such. as the Career Planning Program, oncampus Interview Workshop and :(tesume Clinic, and something new this
year, Diversity Dinners for 1st year students. These "dinners" are hosted by
alums who are to gather students, other alums, faculty, and staff in an attempt to help students realize there is a Loyola law community who wants
to help the student. This is just one more attempt by the alumni to improve ,
the lot of the law student. They are doing more than ever before I
Following Dean Bruinsma's resignation, we were fortunate enough to acquire Dean Rosen who has been one of the students' greatest allies. With
his concern, and the continuing concern of Dean Lola McAlpin-Grant, the
students have a fighting chance.
,
Day students pleased be informed that the Student Directory will be
released soon, and that the new SBAoffice (next to the Student Lounge), is
there to assist you. Drop by and ask questions, pick up your Loyola Law
School deca1 and Loyola Law School T-shirts (previously purchased from
Student Accounts for five bucks each). Also, be advised that there are
several types of student insurance available at the Students Accounts Office.
We are very interested in student feedback on the new building. If you
have any questions or comments, please drop us a note.
One last request. The SBA is looking for a student or group of students
that are interested in putting together a yearbook for this year. The SBA
will support such person(s), but needs someone to take on such a project.
Any volunteers? Let us know ....
In the meantime - until the next edition of The Loyola Reporter don't get too much sun on the beach!
- Jeff
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Resumes to Re.su"tts

.Traclting the
Tactics
By George Shohet
Many second and third year students find several hundred hours of their
time consumed in the quest for employment. Considering this fact, second
and third year might be described as an exchange of Shepards for Martindale Hubble. Nevertheless, one distinct and significant job hunting strategy is-the on-campus interview via the Placement Center. I will attempt to
describe the different stages of this process.
First, one is required to prepare a "catchy" resume. During the first
weeks of school, decisions had to be made as to whether it was betterto
spend extra money to have the resume printed or if the more cost efficient
IBM Selectric should be used. The mavericks among us typed their resumes
on an ordinary electrih and it is rumored one or two may have used a
manual typewriter.
The second phase is deciding for which firms one wishes to apply. Reading firm resumes is about as appealing as reading the communist rubric in .
the bathroom stalls. Therefore, some individuals solve this problem by
depositing their resumes with every firm, corporation or public entity
available. The rationale is twofold: first, it eliminates the need to make a
decision, and second, it is less time consuming. At least one student used the
firm resumes in a slightly different way. He simply consulted the salaryindex and applied to the firms that pay themost.When I questioned him, I
got a rationale reminiscent of the Preference Hair Color commercials: "I'm
worth itl"
. The probable majority of students simply apply on the basis of the guide
the Placement Office furnishes or by what friends or relatives have told
them about a particular firm. At the Placement Office, an overworked
staff 'person busily stuffs manila envelopes with resumes and ships the
envelopes off to the firms. After a while, students were stuffing their own
resumes to help improve efficiency.
Listings of those students that are permitted to interview with a given
firm are then posted. Although some students seem to get any interview
they apply for, it's a sad fact that the probably majority who participate
are forced to be selective. Students who wish to work for a particular firm
•and are not selected in the prescreen process may try to obtain an interview
by contacting the firm directly. This meets with varying degrees of success.
There is a love-hate feeling associated with seeing your name frequently
appear on those lists. It's nice to be wanted, even for only twenty minutes
or so. But there is also the horrible routine of "doing" interviews. Students
are constantly changing hom everyday clothes into suits and back again. I
understand the necessity of "looking one's best" and communicating a
"professional attitude" but the Dr. J ekyll Mr. Hyde feeling is not easy toshake. Unfortunately, the uniqueness of the experience wears off after ten
or fifteen interviews and most students begin to think of the process as a
drag.
_
.
Most students have one or two suits they wear to the interviews. Some
students have several suits, so as not to offend the Placement Office staff
and to hold down dry cleaning costs. Only one male student that I am
aware of has worn jeans to an interview. No woman has had the gall to
wear a' pants suit - although, some have worn sandals. Men are most frequently seen in navy blue suits with white button down shirts, Paisley red
ties and black shoes. Women wear gabardine or wool business suits with
white blouses and black or blue leather pumps. The striking similarity of
the interviewing "look" raises the interesting issue of conformity.
Iknow of several students who firmly believe that they are in the process
of becoming law school clones. In order to combat this feeling, may I suggest the careful selection of underclothing. By choosing black lace panties
and a racy brasierre, perhaps a garter; any male student will feel unique
once againl Seriously, hearts-with-arrows boxer shorts do wonders for the
fragile personality.
. This brings me to the interview itself. For fifteen to forty minutes
students are placed in a small enclosed office-with one or two interviewers.
This is the time to be intelligent, witty, personable and demonstrate a
desire to work for that firm. In that brief period' of time, the interviewer is
responsible for formulating a recommendation to his or her hiring committee.
The question most pondered by students is, how, in such a short period
of time, can I impress that interviewer who will see from 10 to-25 students
in a day? The answer is about as nebulus as speculating on the jury's verdict
in a criminal trial. One student told me that as long as he does not depress
the interviewer, he considers the interview to be a success. The major
caveat of the interviewing process is "Don't Lie." Lying will- show
shallowness and result in a "phony" interviewing style (also your resume
might get pulled).
Interviewers as a rule come in all shapes and sizes. Some are brash and
arrogant, while others are pleasant and friendly. Questions that are asked
range from the poignant to the banal and may follow, each other closely in
any given interview.' Here is a sample of questions that have been asked
(the responses are merely suggested):
Q:
A:

How did you like your first year of law school?
I liked it so much that I am repeating it.

Q: Why aren't you on law review?

Feeling Rejected?
Then put it into the proper

perspective.

Address all entries to:
Best of the worst contest .
The Loyola Reporter, Box 73

.The Interview Game
By Michele Ahrens
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Mr.
Los Angeles,
Dear
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Mr.
I enjoyed
meeting and
on september
19, 1980.
reviewed
and evaluated your

dat-a of numerous other law students
the country.

the

Following our review and
that
....e are. unable
to extend ar:t
However,
I appreciate"
your haVlng
view 'With us, and I vi.eb you every
legal
career.

1. Dress in the uniform monkey suit which causes your friends to say,
"Interviewing today, I see." .
2. Arrive in the Placement Center 10 minutes early, even though interviews usually run 20 minutes late.
3. Read the firm resume (if there is one on file) to know what not to say.
(No one ever knows what tosay.)
4. Put on your fixed smile and phony confidence .
5. Remember, litigators like to hear themselves talk, so you'll have to
fight to speak.
'

Intro
"Good morningl You have 20 minutes to impress me so you stand out
over the other one hundred fifty interviewees I will see this week. Please
allow me to take two minutes to look over your resume. You now have 18
minutes left. Ready, go!"
september

Tell me about yourself ...
. Q: Where does an 84 CPA put you in the class? Is that all?
Q: Why did you decide to go to law school?
A: I'm obviously crazy. Or, daddy's paying.
Q: Why did you coine to Loyola?
A: They admitted me.
Q: Why did you major in basket weaving in college.?
A: It was easy.
Q: How does that relate to practicing law?
A: It cleanses the soul.
Q: What is the Bonzo Foundation Scholarship? .
A: I don't know.
Q: What type of law are you interested in practicing?'
A: I am very interested in
(their specialty)
Q: Are you willing to work 80 hours a uieek: for peanuts?
A: Of course I
Q: I hope you don't have many outside interests.
A: I live and breath the law (bad breathl).

The Snow .Job
"Our firm has a great reputation and many clients; I love my job. Of
course, I'm now 'divorced, my kids' are strangers and I can't remember
where I live - it's been' so long since I've seen the place."
"Corporate law is so exciting and rewarding, especially reviewing contracts and leases all day long. Our firm is a closely knit group. We have to
be - we live at least six days a week together. We're growing rapidly and
we're quite progressive. There are now two female attorneys out of a total
of 55."
.
'
"Predominantly, we make more money for thosewith money. (What's
pro bono?) You'll get great experience. After about four years, you may see
the inside of a courtroom - carrying the partner's briefcases. you don't
have a bad back, do you?"
'
"We like to come to Loyola to check out what comes through here these
days. We actually prefer preppies from Boalt, Stanford and USC."
"Do you have any questions about us?"
"How much do you pay?"
"How few hours per week can I get away with?"
"Do you pay for parking?"

The End
"Sorry, time's up. Thanks for coming in. We'll get back to you in a week
or two , ,', or five, , , or eight , , , I" .

Q: Why?

,

A:

It was the last time I understood what was going on.

Q:
A:

How does your undergraduate degree relate to law school?
Why must everything relate?

Q:
A:

How do you like your writing?
Apparently a lot more than 'my CPW professor did.

Q:
A:

What type of law are you interested in?
Criminal.

What was your favorite class first year?
Legal Methods.

(

Ground Rules

Are you just a hard worker or naturally brilliant?
Neither, I'm rich enough to afford success.

Q:
A:

CA8LE

carefully

Q:
A:

Are you planning to marry in the next.couple of years?
Not unless I have to.

""NG!.LES.

GARRE:TT

sOul.r

T£LEP"'ONt.

Law School

How does a woman of your age enjoy law school?
Could you speak a little louder. , , ,

Q:
A:

6

""L$",,'F-'

Deadline for entries:
Monday, November 16, 1981

Q:
A:

Q: What was your most recent written work?
A: A limerick.

LOS

The winning (losing?) letters will be published in the December issue of the Reporter and a prize will be given fto the
best (worst) letter,
All letters will remain confidential. In fact, you can "white
out" your name and address prior to submission.

(student pointing at his skin) See this tan. , , ,

I

Pe:EL.ER

ONE

Best of the Worst Rejection Letter Contest

A:

•

MUSICK,

Enter your most horrendous, most exasperating, most
outrageous rejection letter in the

Q: Why?
A: To help get dad out.
There are a million other psychological and observational points that
can be made about this experience. The most important advice that I have
received is "Don't take yourself too seriously." That philosophy serves one
well in life and in an interviewl

Ms,

LoS Angeles.

D1\S :hew

CA

23. 1981
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This year's Placement Office Fall
Interview Program has yielded the
highest number of firms and companies seeking Loyola students yet.
When the program started in 1977,
25 firms interviewed on campus. In
1978, that number had increased to
45. This year, there are over 150
firms and companies 'visiting Loyola looking for future associates and
/law_clerks.
.
Joan Profant, Director of the
Placement Office, attributed this
increase to the good job market for
attorneys in Los Angeles, the aggressive approach of the Placement
Office, and the maturity and talent
of the student body which is impressing more and more legal employers.
"Students hadn't previously been
merchandised," related Profant, referring to the situation on campus
before she became the Placement
Director. Where before maybe five
or six Loyola students had access to
the large Los Angeles firms, many
more are now being considered for
positions. As an indication of many firms'
mounting interest in Loyola students, in past years Loyola would
be "fit into" most firms' recruiting
schedules, leaving the optimum
times for schools like UCLA, Hastings and Boalt. Now, many firms
are consideringLoyola to be a "toptiered school" and the interviews
here are scheduled so that the firms
have good access to students. Profant noted that on the opening day.
of reservations for this year's program, two-thirds of the scheduled
was filled.
The.firms interviewing on campus generally tend to be large, because smaller firms usually do not
have the financial resources or manpower to actively recruit on campus. Also, the on-campus" interviewers tend to pay higher starting
salaries than firms which do not interview on campus - making the
competition for these positions that
much greater!
The National Association for
Law Placement has found that approximately 12% of students at
A.B.A, approved schools procure
employment through an on-campus
interview program. Profant places

r

the Loyola percentage a little higher, at approximately 15 % , because
of the good job market in Los
Angeles,
The popularity of the on-campus
program from the students' point of
view seems to stem from its high visibility, The Placement Office, however, provides other services to stu. dents who.are not part of the 15%
who have procured jobs through the
on-campus process.
Ms. Profant would like to devote
more of her time to these other services, which include career seminars,
job listings for firms employing less
than 50 attorneys, and the Attorney
Bulletin - .a newsletter sent to
Loyola graduates which lists current job openings.
- The biggest problem of the oncampus interview program is thefact that it absorbs so much of the
Placement Office's resources and
time. Most of this work is involved
in the scheduling of the firm interviews and making the interviewers
feel welcome once they've arrived
on campus. Otherwise, the system is
like a "machine," according to Profant. The firms do most of the substantive work - screening resumes,
doing the actual interviews and
making decisions. The Placement
Office's function is to treat the.
visiting firms like royalty, in other
words, to "make them feel good"
when they're on campus.
Profant believes that an effective
Placement Office must have the
support of the faculty and adminis-

tration. Her goal it to "keep everyone placement conscious." She cites
Dean Rosen as an example of a faculty member who is interested in
and supportive of the placement
process, in sharing both his expertise
and his contacts.
For the future, Profant hopes to
schedule programs dealing with
preparation for interviews in order
to maximize the opportunities of
those students receiving on-campus
contacts. She would also like to hire
an assistant to do counseling, assist
in resume writing and help those
students interested in seeking positions in specialized areas such as
Public Interest Law.
This year's program, despite its
apparent
success, encountered
quite a few obstacles. First, its
director was on leave for six weeks
during a critical time of the program due to illness, Next, her assistant quit last summer without notice. Finally, the move to the new
building was postponed which upset planning based on using the new
facility.
The Fall interviewing process
does not end for the Placement Office with the last interview. Profant
plans to examine her files and talk to
firms after the "magical date" gf
December 15th, when most offers
are accepted or rejected, in order to
determine just how successful this
year's program was and how to
structure the program in the future
to maximize opportunities for more .
and more students.

Scenario

Satisfaction or Senioritis?
.
.

By Sande Buhai
Well, I am in my third year of law school in the day program, and now
have tolook for a job in the real world.
The first part of the semester has been real interesting, interviewing for
jobs that don't begin until next year. Having not clerked after my second
year, I don't have an offer outstanding. As a result, I strongly recommend
to second year day and third year evening students that they clerk this summer. I spent the summer inEngland, it was great fun, but I should have
clerked. It not only gives you achance to get an offer, but an opportunity to
see what type of firm Y9U would want to work for,
Anyways, back to on-campus interviews. I think our Placement Center
is wonderful, and no they did not pay me to say that. The people are really
nice, and have all been concerned that I be successful in finding a job that I
like. Also, the process by which the firms pre-screen the resumes to select
people they would like to interview saves the firms and the students a lot of
wasted time, Although you may not get as many interviews, or even any,
you won't be wasting your time talking to firms that never intend to hire
you.
Whether you agree with the process oi:not, the people are great. Even so
there are always mix-ups, One day the Placement Center had to reschedule
an interview, but never quite managed to get a hold of me. As a result,
when I arrived at 2;00 p.m" the firm had been waiting for almost a half
hour. They were not pleased. The Placement Center explained that it was
not my fault, but the firm was not terribly impressed.
. Going into an interview when it is 105 degrees outside and you are wear-:
ing a wool suit is no fun either, The interviewer always sits in shirt sleeves
and gets to watch you trying to act cool and collected. The only advice I
have is to relax.
Of course, when you relax too much, you have a tendency to not watch
yourself so carefully and can really stick your foot in your mouth. While
interviewing with one very conservative firm, I opened my mouth and out
came "Ronald Reagan sucks." Now not only was the man a Ronald Reagan
supporter, but swearing is generally not good practice in an interview. So
much for that job,
Also, it seems to be a law that you only get call-backs from firms you
were not that impressed with during the interview, The 'ones that you really wanted always call-back your best friend or worst enemy, or both.
Remember that even if you don't like the interviewer, he is not the only one
in the firm; the other people could be wonderful.
Most of the firms that interview on campus have firm resumes in the
Placement Center. It is a real good idea to read them. One day I was late
and didn't have the chance, walked in and during the interview told them I
was not interested in entertainment law. Guess what, they did sixty percent entertainment work. One more down the tubes, Don't ask me why I
would want to work for them if r don't want to do the kind of work they
do. Coming straight out of law school, who knows what kind of law you
want to practice, Not me,
Anyways, we will all get jobs sooner or later - but doing what I
wonder.
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A Sugar Coated Pill?---......... Recent Ghanges in Financial Aids~~with the message the show is trying
to get across. Harvey Levin, the legal .advisor, thinks the show is a
is both entertaining and educationpublic service. According to Levin,
al because courtroom drama is bathe show is necessary because "the
si~ally entertaining. "Unfortunate-_
ly, television has only dealt with. people who think that lawyers
should stay away from the public,
rape, murder, and incest, because
and that this will preserve the digthat's all they thought was internity of the profession, are kidding
esting, " said Billett. "But this show
themselves. What the legal profesis proving that a lot of other courtsion needs to-do is get out in the cornroom drama can be interesting."
munity and show people that justice
Evidentally, people like to watch
their rights being protected, as can work, and that justice is availBillett likened his show to David -able." _Horowitz' "Fight Back."
Billett compared his show to the
The producers sought reaction
philosophy of George Bernard
Shaw. "People thought Shaw was a
-from the legal community when
they made the pilot for the series. It' comedian, but he really was a philwas shown to several LA. judges,_ osopher; and what he gave people
all of whom reacted favorably.
was a sugar coated pill, carrying a
Billett said they were impressed
message."
(Continued from page 3)

Wr.iters wanted.
Submit material to Eric at 782-8919
or at the SBA Office.

(Continued from page 1)
debated in Congress this past summer and those which were eventually approved went into effect
on October 1.
The most significant change is
.the return of eligibility require-,
ments for loans. Now, candidates
are split into two main categories,
'dependent and independent.
_
Dependent students' eligibility
is based on the earnings of their
parents in the previous year. Students from families with an adjusted gross income of less than
$30,000 per year automatically
qualify.
•

ings, rather than
previo~s year ..

those

of the

. There are several other elements
which deserve mention. One is the
origination fee, which is attached to
all CGSLP promissory notes exe- cuted after August 23, 1981 and
amounts to 5% of the loan. It was
added to save money and to placate
those lending institutions that questioned the desirability of supporting
the program.-

The purpose of these changes is to _
save money on a program which has
grown much larger than originally
intended. Because the repayment
periods are long and may be deferred, it will be several years before
the changes begin to show substantial monetary savings. The move .
toward increased -governmental
frugality will probably result in fur_ther attempts at trimming the program.

-

Burden-:-

The interest rate has remained
the same: 7 % for students who first
applied before June 1, 1981, and
(Continued from page I)
9 % for those who applied after that
date. The 14% interest rate of available to students are substanwhich many people have heard is tially reduced.
Students from families earning
In its report, the faculty commitfor a different loan program which
in excess of $30,000 must undergo
tee recommended the addition of
has not been instituted in Califora needs test. This test is-much like
Lawyering Skills as its recognition
nia.
Some
may
have
heard
that
stuthe Cal Grant needs analysis used
of this problem. "The Committee
dents
will
have
to
pay
the
interest
on
to determine financial need at unshares a deep concern about the irntheir
loans
before
graduation.
This
dergraduate
institutions.
Eleprovision, debated by Congress last - pact of .this change in limiting the
ments such as size of family, outsummer,
was not approved. At this choices available to students in our
standing debts, -property, and
electivecurriculum. "
point,
students
do not have to begin
other economic factors are considThe per-unit payment plan dis- _
repaying
their
loans
until
after
leavered. This needs test is used to
- courages students from going being
school.
dete~mine the expected family
_
yond the minimum requirements to
contribution, and the difference beThe inter-est rate on National Digraduate. It thus seems paradoxical
tween this figure and the expected
rect Student Loans 'has been raised
that the curriculum rriakes availaexpenses of attending -school equal
from 4-% to 5%. This program,
ble such a wide range of electives
the eligibility for loans.
smaller than the CGSLP, makes
and yet the student is somewhat reFor independent students the test loans to those students whose family
stricted, at least financially, from
contributions and all other sources
is similar, except that the student's
taking advantage of them.
oraiddo not meet the cost of attend.eligibility is calculated on the forthThe curriculum at Loyola can
ing school.
coming year's anticipating earn. thus be seen as a compromise and
like many compromises it leaves
many unsatisfied. It attempts to
balance requirements and electives
into a workable formula for the
(Continued from page 3)
student. The requirements do give
their first year should be a member of at least one campus organization.
the student a solid foundation in
Not only does itiook good on your resume, but it will help keep your sanlaw and practical experience. The
ity. Don't convince yourself you don't have the time. You do. Unless you
limited number of elective units
are compelled to work a substantial amount of time to support yourself,
available combined with the perthe time spent playing a student-organized sport or getting involved in
unit.tuition, however, seems to cursome other extracurricular activity will force you to take some needed time
tail the student from pursuing indioff and do wonders for your grades. Above all, be relaxed.
vidual interests.

CRIMINAL LAW

CONSTITUTIONAL

L~W

CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS
-CRIMINAL LAW

EVIDENCE

CRIMINAL
CRIMINAL

LAW

PROCEDURE

EVIDENCE
REAL PROPERTY
TORTS

JOSE~HSON

-TORTS

BRC

BAR/BRI'
(Standard Version),

EVIDENCE
REAL PROPERTY
TORTS

BAR/BRI
(California VerSion)
The six "M ultistate" su bjects will probably accou nt for 60~100 % of the bar ex.am you will take. Josephson BRC provides the most comprehensive Law
Summaries (over 400/0 more than the BAR/BRI standard versionand
almost
20,0/0. mo-re than its special California yersion) and the most concise capsule
olltlines (about 150/0 less pages than BAR/SRI Mini Outlines).
.
*Qomparlsons

based on most-current

materials, October 1, 1981.

~,
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Contact .. '. "

SI'EGEL'S WRITING COURSE
.2062 Linnington Avenue
~ .Los Angeles, CA 90025,
, (213) 470-1801 or (714)',738-7317

.

'
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' '

-

SAVE 100
ENROLL IN· BAR/BRI BAR REVIEW
AND '.
. RECE,IVE OUTLINES FOR YOUR
CLASSES IMMEDIATELY!
. AS'A BONUS FOR ENROLLING BY
NOVEMBER 6, YOU SHALL RECEIVE: '
1) , A $50 DISCOUNT OfF YOUR BAR
REVIEW COURSE
" AN.D
.. 2) PREPARATION FOR THE
, '
MULTISTATE
.. PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
.

.

.'

•

'.

'

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

,

,', EXAM' FREE- OF CHARGE - .' . - .

i

. ..:,(A $50 VALUE) "

..

-

,

,CONTACT ANY OF·YOUR STUDENT
" REPRESENTATIVES OR 'CAll ANY
.BAR/BRI OFFICE FOR AN .~"
~
. APPLICATION
.
'.
.

YOUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES ARE: ' .

Marilyn Butler s'82 '
478-9431
Michael Cerrina S'82
389-4932
Craig deRecat;S'82
399-8242
Karen Kahn s'82 ,
836-3587
Kipp Lyons S'82,'
829-1098
Susan Richter S'82
661-3589

.

Ann Snyder S'82
570-1689
Gayle Tam1er S'82
479-6244
ArneVaughan S'82
208-6877

Greg Faulkner S'84
653-7086
Clifford Werber S'84
.
277-1218

.

BAR

•

.

11801 Wesl OlympIC Boulevard
los Angeles. Callfornoa 90064
(213) ~ 77-2542

,

.

':

Karen Henderson S'83
476-0759
Susan Moraga S'83 '
202-1802
Marsha Palmer S'83
858-3742
Robert Schulte S'83
, 256-1439
Helen Sweeny S'83
577-8278

REVIEW

352 Golden Gale Avenue
San Francisco.
Cah10rnia'94102
(415)441·5600

1323 SeCOnd Avenue
San Olego, California 92101
(714) 23&{)623

